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Abstract6

Suspensions of nano-scale particles in liquids, dubbed nanofluids, are of great interest for

heat transfer applications. Nanofluids potentially offer superior thermal conductivity to

alternative, pure fluids and are of particular interest in applications where active cooling

of power-dense systems is required. In this work, the thermophysical properties of carbon

nanotube nanofluids (CNTNf) and those of graphene nanoplatelette nanofluids (GNPNf)

as functions of particle volume fraction are deduced from published experiments. These

properties are applied to a perturbative boundary layer model to examine how the velocity

and temperature profiles (and correspondingly shear stress and surface heat transfer) vary

with the nanoparticle concentration in the entrance region of microchannels. Findings of

this modeling effort indicate that both shear stress and heat transfer in GNPNf increase with

increasing particle concentration. The normalized increase in shear stress is approximately

twice that for heat transfer as a function of GNP particle concentration. Interestingly,

CNTNf shows anti-enhancement heat transfer behaviour; an increasing concentration of

CNT nanoparticles is associated with both an increase in shear stress and a decrease in the

surface heat transfer rate.
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1. Introduction8

Since the pioneering work of Choi and Eastman [1], nanofluids have become widespread9

in applications and stimulated much work on their fundamental understanding, e.g. [2–10

10]. Our previous theoretical-numerical work [11–13] performed studies of nanofluids with11

dispersed spherical metallic nanoparticles (alumina and gold) using a perturbation method12

for small volume concentration. More recently, carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphene13

nanoplatelettes (GNP) have become subjects of intense studies because of their thermo-14

physical properties, e.g. [14–32].15

This paper applies the methodologies previously developed by the authors to nanofluids16

consisting of multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) and GNP dispersed in liquid; we refer to these17

nanofluid mixtures respectively as CNTNf and GNPNf. Both CNT and GNP are graphene18

structures, based on two-dimensional arrays of carbon atoms. CNT are hollow cylinders19

where the graphene sheet is “rolled up” either with the edges joined to form a continuous20

cylinder (and therefore single-atom thick wall, “single-walled”, SWCNT) or in a spiral,21

“scroll” structure [33, 34]. The term MWCNT refers to both multiple concentric single-22

walled tubes and “scroll” spiral-form tubes where the sheet is wound such that it overlaps23

itself. GNP, in contrast, consist of stacked or layered sheets of graphene where the layers24

are held together with van der Waals forces [35]. The thermophysical properties of the25

nanofluids that are required for this model and analysis are drawn from ref. 14 and ref. 36,26

respectively. Application to the entrance region of microchannels is made, as measurements27

in alumina nanofluids indicate that the largest nanofluid effect is in this region [37]. In28

the entrance region of the channels, the boundary layer thickness is small compared to the29

tube diameter and simplified modeling may be accomplished by considering the models of30

boundary layers in flow over flat plates. Both momentum and thermal boundary layers for31

flow over flat plates are solved problems in laminar flow owing to the respective works of32

Blasius [38] and Pohlhausen [39].33

A thorough overview of recent developments in the use of carbon-based nanofluids for34

heat transfer and in heat exchangers is provided in ref. 27. Experimental determination of35
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the properties of nanofluid mixtures (discussed in greater detail in section 2) alone has been36

the subject of multiple articles. While the totality of articles is too numerous to mention,37

certain studies are worth recounting. Measurements of thermal conductivity of water-CNT38

nanofluids [40] show variable enhancement depending on the exact morphology of the CNT39

utilized, comparing SWCNT of small aspect ratios (“short”), large aspect ratios (“long”),40

and MWCNT. In the study of ref. 40, the most enhancement is observed for the long41

SWCNT and the least with MWCNT. The summary in ref. 27 also indicates that there42

have been multiple reports of viscosity of MWCNT-water nanofluids decreasing relative to43

the base fluid at low particle loadings (up to 0.2 vol%) and increasing thereafter [41–43].44

For GNP, both viscosity and thermal conductivity were examined by Mehrali et al. [44] as a45

function of the specific surface area of the GNP (300, 500, 750 m2/g). There, both thermal46

conductivity and viscosity enhancement were shown to correlate with specific surface area.47

For both CNTNf and GNPNf, the variations in density and specific heat with particle48

loadings do not exhibit any particularly noteworthy behavior with the mixture properties49

coinciding with volume-averages [27, 45–47].50

Recent studies that have specifically focused on theoretical, physics-based models of51

nanofluids with an eye towards heat transfer share many similarities. The use of a similarity52

variable to combine spatial coordinates as in the original work of Blasius [38] and the ensuing53

non-dimensionalized equations describing the boundary layer is a standard mathematical54

formulation. This is the general outline of the approach taken in this manuscript and its55

antecedents [11–13]. In our previous and current work, we apply a perturbation analysis in56

order to determine the thermophysical properties and the boundary layer solutions. In a57

recent model for hybrid nanofluids containing two different nanoparticle additives [48], the58

model development proceeds via similarity variable transform and solution of the boundary59

layer equations, but utilizes explicit models for the calculation of thermophysical properties60

as functions of particle concentration and solves the governing equations as functions thereof.61

The approach of ref. 48 thus offers greater control of the input properties, but is significantly62

more computationally intensive. Other recent models also examine boundary layer flow,63

but with added physics. Some examples include explicit treatment of thermophoresis [49–64
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52], magnetohydrodynamics [51–54], flow in porous media [51, 54–56], natural convection65

(buoyant or gravitational force) [49, 50, 53, 55–57], and extension to three-dimensional66

boundary layer models [52, 58].67

1.1. Perturbative description of mixture properties68

The model methodology is given in detail in ref. 11 and 12. The nanofluid is treated69

as a base fluid, with properties identified by subscript f , to which a quantity of particles,70

subscript p, has been added. Analysis follows a continuum description of the resulting71

mixture, as in ref. 5, except that the thermophoresis effect, which has been found to be72

relatively unimportant in ref. 5, is not considered.73

The local volume fraction of particles within the nanofluid mixture is identified as φ. We74

take φ� 1, which is consistent with experimental nanofluid mixtures [59].75

For an arbitrary material property of the nanofluid, z, we differentiate the property with76

respect to the bulk particle concentration, φ∞, about zero concentration and normalize by77

the base fluid property,78

z∗ =
z

zf
= 1 + φ

(
dz∗

dφ∞

)
φ=0

+O
(
φ2
∞
)

(1)

In the preceding formulation, Φ is the dimensionless volume fraction, φ/φ∞. To simplify79

notation, we will indicate derivatives of material properties with respect to the bulk particle80

concentration, dz∗

dφ∞
, with “prime” notation, e.g.,81

z∗ = 1 + φ (z∗)′φ=0 +O
(
φ2
∞
)

(2)

The properties of the nanofluid required for the analysis of fluid flow and heat transfer82

are: the density, ρ; specific heat capacity, c; viscosity, µ; and thermal conductivity, k.83

We assume that particle diffusion in the base fluid is governed by Brownian diffusion [5]84

and independent of particle concentration, φ. Brownian motion is random movement of the85

nanoparticles within the base fluid due to molecular collisions. The binary diffusion constant86

for the nanoparticles in the base fluid is assigned variable D with dimensionality of area per87

time. Calculating D from the Einstein-Stoke’s equation,88

D =
kBT

3πµdp
(3)
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the fluid temperature, and dp is the particle diameter.89

For typical conditions, T ≈ 300K, D ≈ (5× 10−19m3/s) /dp.90

1.2. Boundary layer velocity, concentration, and temperature profiles91

In the entrance region of the microchannels, we draw an analogy to boundary layer flow92

over a flat plate. Spatial coordinates are defined from the leading edge of the plate. The93

abscissa has zero value at the leading edge and increases with distance parallel to the plate’s94

surface. The ordinate is zero at the plate’s surface and measures distance perpendicular to95

the surface. Free stream properties are identified with subscript ∞; values at the wall by96

0. Far from the wall are the free-stream flow velocity, U∞, and fluid temperature, T∞. Due97

to the no-slip boundary condition, the velocity at the wall is zero and the velocity grows98

in magnitude as one moves perpendicular to the wall until reaching the free stream value.99

Similarly, should the wall temperature differ from that of the flow, as in a heat transfer100

application, then there will be a temperature difference relative to the free stream which101

decreases as one moves away from the wall. The height above the wall or plate at which the102

velocity reaches the free stream value is the momentum boundary layer thickness; the analog103

for temperature is the thermal boundary layer thickness. A comprehensive treatment of this104

subject is provided by Schlichting in ref. 60. A schematic representation of the velocity and105

temperature profiles above the wall is shown in figure 1.106

Of ultimate interest is determination of the heat transfer and fluid friction as functions107

of the nanofluid particle type and concentration relative to the base fluid.108

We let u be the fluid velocity parallel to the wall and v is the fluid velocity perpendicular109

to the wall. The local nanoparticle volume fraction is φ and local temperature is T .110

Surface heat transfer, q, in the boundary layer is due to the temperature gradient at the111

wall and enthalpy transport by the nanoparticles, i.e.112

q0 = −
(
k
∂T

∂y

)
0

+ (jphp)0 (4)

where the mass flux of particles is jp, mass per area per time, and the unit enthalpy of the113

particles, energy per mass, is denoted by hp.114
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of velocity and temperature profiles for flow over a plate or wall.

Utilizing a Fickian diffusion model [61],115

jp = −
(
ρpD

∂φ

∂y

)
0

+O
(
φ2
)

(5)

Thus, the heat transfer rate is expressed as116

q0 = −
(
k
∂T

∂y

)
0

−
(
ρpD

∂φ

∂y
hp

)
0

(6)

The surface shear stress, τ0, force per area, is defined as the product of the fluid viscosity,117

µ, and the streamwise velocity gradient at the wall, i.e.,118

τ0 = µ

(
∂u

∂y

)
y=0

(7)

We combine the preceding expressions for heat transfer and mass diffusion with the119

continuity (equation 8), momentum (equation 9), energy (equation 10), and mass diffusion120

(equation 11) equations for the two-dimensional boundary layer. Momentum is considered121

in the streamwise direction with zero pressure gradient. Non-dimensionalization of the122

equations is performed as in as in ref. 11. Solution of the continuity, momentum, thermal123

energy, and mass diffusion equations must be carried out for variable nanofluid properties124
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(as in equation 2) for the velocity, particle concentration, and temperature profiles in the125

steady, two-dimensional boundary layer of laminar flow over a flat plate.126

Three dimensionless parameters for the transport in the base fluid are also introduced127

here: The Prandtl number, Pr, relates viscous to thermal diffusion and is equivalent to µc/k.128

The Schmidt number, Sc, relates viscous to mass diffusion and is equivalent to µ/ρD. The129

Reynolds number, Re, relates inertia to viscosity and is equivalent to U∞Lcρ/µ where Lc is a130

characteristic streamwise length scale and the free stream velocity, U∞, is the characteristic131

velocity associated with this problem.132

Spatial coordinates x and y are normalized by Lc to obtain x∗ and y∗, respectively. We133

let u∗ be the fluid velocity parallel to the wall normalized by the free stream velocity, U∞,134

such that the free stream value is u∗ = 1. Similarly, v∗ is the fluid velocity perpendicular to135

the wall normalized by the free stream velocity. The local volume fraction is normalized by136

the bulk concentration Φ = φ/φ∞. The temperature field is described non-dimensionally by137

θ = (T − T∞) / (T0 − T∞).138

∂ρ∗u∗

∂x∗
+
∂ρ∗v∗

∂y∗
= 0 (8)

ρ∗
(
u∗
∂u∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗

)
=

1

Re

∂

∂y∗

(
µ∗
∂u∗

∂y∗

)
(9)

ρ∗c∗u∗
∂θ

∂x∗
+ ρ∗c∗v∗

∂θ

∂y∗
=

1

RePrf

∂

∂y∗

(
k∗
∂θ

∂y∗

)
+

φ∞
ReScf

∂

∂y∗

(
ρ∗pD

∗ ∂Φ

∂y∗
c∗pθ

)
(10)

u∗
∂Φ

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂Φ

∂y∗
=

1

ReScf

∂

∂y∗

(
D∗

∂Φ

∂y∗

)
(11)

The preceding equations are subject to the non-dimensional boundary conditions:

y∗ = 0 : u∗ = 0, θ = 1, Φ = φ0/φ∞

y∗ =∞ : u∗ = 1, θ = 0, Φ = 1

Physically, the boundary conditions have the following meanings: At the plate or wall,139

y = y∗ = 0: There, owing to the no-slip boundary condition, the velocity is zero, i.e.140

u = u∗ = 0. The temperature at the wall is described by T0. Normalization of temperature141
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with θ = (T − T∞) / (T0 − T∞) requires θ = 1 at the wall. For Φ, we either define the142

concentration at the wall (φ0), as is useful in the case of particle removal or injection, or,143

alternatively, the slope may be defined. In the previous work describing a zero flux wall144

condition, the boundary condition was specified as ∂φ/∂y∗ = 0 at y∗ = 0 [11]. The value φ0145

is the value of φ at the wall, i.e. at y∗ = 0, and is specified as part of the problem description.146

We will later examine the three cases of φ0 = φ∞, a uniform particle distribution, φ0 = 0,147

in which particles are removed at the wall, and Φ0 = 2φ∞, in which particles are injected at148

the wall. The three cases correspond to specifying values at the wall of Φ = 1, Φ = 0, and149

Φ = 2, respectively.150

At infinite distance from the plate or wall, y = y∗ = ∞: The streamwise velocity is at151

its maximum value, the freestream velocity, u = U∞, u∗ = 1. The fluid temperature in the152

freestream is T∞; the definition of θ fixes this condition as θ = 0. Finally, the normalized153

particle concentration in the freestream must also be unity by definition as Φ is the ratio of154

the local concentration, φ to the freestream concentration φ∞.155

By perturbative expansion, our variables take the form156

G = G0 + φ∞G1 +O
(
φ2
∞
)

(12)

where G is any one of f (introduced below), u∗, v∗, Φ, or θ.157

Spatial coordinates x∗ and y∗ are recast into the Blasius similarity variable η = y∗
√
Re/x∗158

and stream function ψ∗ = f (η)
√
x∗/Re, velocities u∗ and v∗ become encoded in a single159

function, f , where u∗ = df/dη and v∗ =
[
(η (df/dη)− f) /

(
2
√
x∗Re

)]
[38, 60]. The non-160

dimensional form of the Blasius similarity variable utilized here is obtained by substituting161

the characteristic length scale Lc into the dimensional form η = y
√
U∞/ (νx), where ν is162

equivalent to µ/ρ. We need only make the substitutions x = x∗Lc and y = y∗Lc and utilize163

the aforementioned definition of the Reynolds number, Re = U∞Lcρ/µ.164

With our variables perturbative form, following equation 12, we arrive at a set of differ-165

ential equations and boundary conditions to characterize our system. Derivatives of f , Φ,166

and θ are identified with “prime” notation where derivatives are taken with respect to the167

similarity variable, η. The problems for f0 and θ0 (φ∞ = 0) are well-known from the work168
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Figure 2: The zeroth-order solutions to the momentum (f ′0 (η)) and thermal boundary layers (θ0 (η, Prf ))
for the base fluid with Prf = 7.0. f ′0 (η): ; θ0 (η, Prf ):

of Blasius [38] and Pohlhausen [39], respectively. Detailed treatments of both problems are169

compiled in ref. 60.170

The solutions to the Blasius momentum boundary layer [f ′0 (η)] and Pohlhausen thermal171

boundary layer [θ0 (η, Prf )] are depicted in figure 2.172

The concentration problem for Φ is necessarily a first-order perturbation as particle173

concentration is absent in the base fluid. The problems for f1 and θ1 define the perturbative174

influence on f0 and θ0 via the freestream particle concentration φ∞ with the functional form175

given in equation 12.176

Observing the results for the base fluid in figure 2, it is possible to observe the boundary177
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layer thickness in the absence of nanoparticles. The function f ′0, equivalent to u∗0, asymptotes178

by η & 5 and the thermal boundary layer is somewhat thinner as θ0 asymptotes by η . 3.179

f ′′′1 +
(f0f

′′
1 + f ′′0 f1)

2
=
f0f

′′
0 Φ1

2

[
(µ∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗)′φ=0

]
+ f ′′0 Φ′1 (µ∗)′φ=0

(13)

180

f1 (0) = f ′1 (0) = f1 (∞) = 0
181

θ′′1 +
Prf (f0θ

′
1 + f1θ

′
0)

2
= −θ′′0Φ1

[
(k∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗c∗)′φ=0

]
− θ′0Φ′1 (k∗)′φ=0 −

ρ∗pc
∗
pD
∗

Scf
(Φ′1θ0)

′

(14)
182

θ1 (0) = θ1 (∞) = 0
183

Φ′′1 +
Scff0Φ

′
1

2
= 0 (15)

184

Φ1 (0) = Φ0, Φ1 (∞) = 1

The resulting fundamental equations resemble those of the compressible boundary layer185

because of the dependence of flow quantities on the volume fraction, which is determined by186

its diffusion equation [11, 12]. It is worth observing that assuming the same binary diffusion187

constant and particle diameter across nanofluids, the solution to equation 15 will be identical188

and independent of the particle properties discussed below and recorded in table 1.189

2. Particle and nanofluid properties190

To examine and predict the properties of CNTNf and GNPNf, material properties of191

representative nanofluids were either taken directly from experimental observations (“exp”)192

[14, 36] or approximated from the properties of the nanoparticles via mixture theory (“mix”)193

[11]. In the case of experimental measurements, density, heat capacity, thermal conductivity,194

or viscosity of a prepared nanofluid is measured. Mixture theory estimates the nanofluid195

properties by a volume-weighted average of the property of interest for the base fluid and196

for the nanoparticle. The CNTNf values reported by ref. 14 are for multi-walled CNT197

(MWCNT) particles in water at 1% volume concentration. The experimental values of ref.198

14 are used as they represent a complete set of properties for a particular CNTNf preparation199
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rather than pick individual properties from varying sources. Comparing the values of ref. 14200

with others reported in literature, there is a strongly non-linear effect reported for the effect201

on thermal conductivity: If the real effect of nanoparticle addition to the base fluid on a202

property of interest is (strongly) non-linear, then this modeling approach is not strictly valid.203

However, based on the history of perturbation analysis and linearization via Taylor series204

expansion, by appropriately bounding the maximum nanoparticle concentration, it should205

be possible to define a region in which the model can offer useful predictions. Examination206

of the modeling results with the goal of determining the conditions for which the model is207

valid is discussed in greater detail, below, in section 3.4.208

The value utilized in this work is (k∗)′φ=0 = 2.5 taken from data at 1% volume particle209

concentration. Recent work [40] on experimental measurements of MWCNT-water nanoflu-210

ids shows a wide range of possible values of (k∗)′φ=0 (as defined via equation 2) ranging from211

approximately (k∗)′φ=0 ≈ 7 at φ = 0.0048 up to (k∗)′φ=0 ≈ 45 at φ = 0.0005. The lower value212

at higher concentration is consistent with earlier findings ((k∗)′φ=0 ≈ 8 at φ = 0.006 [22])213

and the higher value at lower concentration is trend-wise consistent with other experiments214

as well ((k∗)′φ=0 ≈ 60 at φ = 0.001 [62]).215

Similarly, for the relationship of nanofluid viscosity to nanoparticle concentration for216

MWCNT-water mixtures, there are experimental data in literature which suggest non-linear217

behaviour in the very low particle-loading conditions. Data recently presented in ref. 32218

show that for φ . 0.001 the nominal value of (µ∗)′φ=0 ≈ 200, which agrees with the values219

reported by ref. 14 and utilized in this work. For particle loadings an order of magnitude220

lower, however, ref. 32 reports data which suggest (µ∗)′φ=0 & 500.221

The GNPNf values for (µ∗)′φ=0 and (k∗)′φ=0 as reported by ref. 36 are consistent with222

results of other experiments, such as those of ref. 44 and reported in recent reviews [27].223

The non-dimensionalized values describing the thermophysical properties of the nanofluids224

as a function of particle concentration are summarized in table 1.225
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Table 1: Nanoparticle effects on nanofluid properties

CNTNf [14] GNPNf [36]

(ρ∗)′φ=0 0.4 (exp) 1.3 (mix)

(ρ∗c∗)′φ=0 -1.62 (exp) -0.62 (mix)

(µ∗)′φ=0 200 (exp) 350 (exp)

(k∗)′φ=0 2.5 (exp) 210 (exp)

(µ∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗)′φ=0 199.6 348.7

(k∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗c∗)′φ=0 4.12 210.62

3. Discussion and Results226

Numerical solution of the governing equations was accomplished by sequentially solving227

for f0, f1, Φ1, θ0, and θ1. Unknown boundary conditions at the wall were iteratively de-228

termined by casting method and the differential equations were solved utilizing the lsode229

routine [63] as implemented in Octave [64].230

Nanoparticle effects are not limited to augmenting the molecular transport coefficients.231

In convective flows, both the perturbation temperature and velocity (and concentration)232

profiles are altered owing to convective transport effects. The net effect in the perturbation233

problem is revealed by the competition between molecular transport and convective trans-234

port, represented by the last two rows in Table 1, (µ∗)′φ=0− (ρ∗)′φ=0 and (k∗)′φ=0− (ρ∗c∗)′φ=0.235

The convective effects are also interpreted as inertia effects as they are reflected by the rate236

of change or adjustment process to be balanced by molecular transport.237

Examining the governing equations derived for velocity, particle concentration, and tem-238

perature, some observations can be made about the behavior of the nanofluid in comparison239

with the base fluid. Examining equation 13, the nanofluid effects appear on the right side in240

the term
[
(µ∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗)′φ=0

]
. For the temperature profile, equation 14, the direct nanofluid241

effects appear on the right side; the inhomogeneous, convective effect of 1
2
θ′0f1Prf is indirect.242

Numerical solution of the various cases utilizes water as the base fluid, for which ν =243

µ/ρ ≈ 1× 10−6m2/s. As in ref. 12, the Schmidt number is taken as 2× 104, corresponding244

to a nanoparticle diameter O (10 nm).245

The CNT particles are given as having diameters between 20 and 30 nm and lengths246
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Figure 3: The first-order perturbation functions with zero particle flux at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 1), Prf =
7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. f ′1 (η): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; θ1 (η, Prf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ;
Φ1 (η, Scf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: (identical solutions (Φ1 = 1)∀ η)

(thickness) between 1 and 5 nm [14] . The GNP of are similarly described as having a247

thickness of 1 to 5 nm [36].248

3.1. Solid wall (zero particle flux)249

The volume concentration, for a solid wall, has a zero flux wall boundary condition250

(Φ′1 (0) = 0↔ Φ0 = 1). In the absence of sources (or sinks), it thus remains constant at the251

free stream value [11, 12]. Expressed in terms of solution to equation 15, Φ1 = 1∀ η.252

The profiles f ′1, θ1 (and (Φ1 = 1)∀ η) for CNTNf and GNPNf are shown in figures 3 and253

4.254

For both nanofluids, we observe that the function f ′1 reaches its asymptote at η . 6,255

which is greater than the value for f ′0 (figure 2). Thus, the perturbative effect is present256
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Figure 4: The first-order perturbation functions with zero particle flux at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 1), Prf =
7.0, Scf = 2× 104, detail view. f ′1 (η): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; θ1 (η, Prf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf:

; Φ1 (η, Scf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: (identical solutions (Φ1 = 1)∀ η)
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beyond the boundary layer thickness of the base fluid, leading to an overall thickening of257

the boundary layer.258

Owing to the large viscosity effect relative to inertia for both nanofluids, (Table 1),259

the factor (µ∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗)′φ=0 > 0, in which case the velocity profile is stretched because of260

viscous diffusion; as (f ′0 ≥ 0) ∀ η and (f ′1 ≤ 0) ∀ η, the overall effect is to not only thicken261

the boundary layer layer, but to reduce the value of u∗ = u∗0 + φ∞u
∗
1 +O (φ2

∞) throughout262

the domain.263

The magnitude of the effect on the momentum boundary layer and streamwise velocity264

is more severe for GNPNf, reaching a negative maximum larger than that of the CNTNf265

because of the stronger viscosity effect. This is in contrast to previous studies [11–13] of266

alumina and gold nanofluids where (µ∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗)′φ=0 < 0. The first-order nanofluid effect267

on the temperature profile is also shown in figure 3 and 4. As with momentum, the GNPNf268

shows stronger modification of the temperature profile than CNTNf because of the stronger269

convective transport effect ((k∗)′φ=0 − (ρ∗c∗)′φ=0, table 1). A visual comparison of figures270

2 and 3, however, indicates that there is negligible impact on the thermal boundary layer271

thickness in both nanofluid cases.272

In the first-order perturbation theory, the nanofluid effect is defined, and embedded in,273

the dimensionless slope times the volume fraction. Referring back to ref. 11, in this linear274

perturbation model, the normalized shear stress, τ ∗, and surface heat transfer, q∗ reduce to275

the following:276

τ ∗ = 1 + φ∞

[
(µ∗)′φ=0 + f ′′1 (0) /f ′′0 (0)

]
≡ 1 + φ∞ (τ ∗)′φ=0 (16)

q∗ = 1 + φ∞

[
(k∗)′φ=0 + θ′′1 (0) /θ′′0 (0)

]
≡ 1 + φ∞ (q∗)′φ=0 (17)

The surface heat transfer and shear stress results are then expressed in terms of the277

slopes: for CNTNf, (τ ∗)′φ=0 = 100.2, (q∗)′φ=0 = −31.54. For GNPNf, (τ ∗)′φ=0 = 175.7,278

(q∗)′φ=0 = 82.10.279

As may be observed from the preceding values and in figure 5, for both CNTNf and280

GNPNf, the increase is heat transfer relative to the increase in shear stress is less than unity,281
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Figure 5: Heat transfer enhancement and shear stress rise as functions of volume fraction with zero particle
flux at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 1), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2× 104. τ∗: GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; q∗: GNPNf:

, CNTNf:
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i.e. q∗/τ ∗ < 1. Further, it is noteworthy that (q∗)′φ=0 < 0 for CNTNf. In previous studies282

of alumina and gold nanofluids [11, 12], all the slopes are positive, i.e. such nanofluids283

increase the surface heat transfer and shear stress to the various degrees dictated by the284

respective thermophysical properties. It is important to explicitly note that the magnitude285

of the negative slope will necessarily impose a bound on the applicability of the model:286

values of q∗ < 0 or τ ∗ < 0 are non-physical and accordingly restrict the range in which287

this model may be valid. Through simple manipulation of equation 17, it is clear that the288

material properties of the CNTNf given in table 1 must be collectively invalid for φcr &289 (
−
[
(q∗)′φ=0

]−1)
= 0.0274 and that linear scaling of the material properties about zero290

concentration of particles is not representative for CNTNf with particle concentrations in291

the vicinity of φcr.292

There are some data available in the literature with which results may be compared:293

A study of a CNTNf consisting of MWCNT in water at φ ≤ 0.01 found that for fluid294

flow undergoing transition from laminar to turbulent, “transition flow”, at ReD = 2000,295

8 . (q∗)′φ=0 . 15 between about 20 and 70 tube diameters [15]. However, the data measured296

closest to the entrance region, at approximately 10 diameters, showed much less and even297

negative values, −5 . (q∗)′φ=0 . 3. GNP were mixed into a hybrid water-ethylene glycol298

base fluid in ref. 45. Experimental measures on mixtures with φ ≤ 0.005 taken in an299

automotive radiator showed 50 . (q∗)′φ=0 . 300, which is consistent with the results reported300

here, but also showed a general trend of the value of (q∗)′φ=0 decreasing with increasing301

Reynolds number. Also from ref. 45, measured pressure loss suggests 100 . (τ ∗)′φ=0 . 800,302

trending downward with increasing Reynolds number and showing some dependence on303

φ, with increased particle concentration showing lower pressure loss at the same Reynolds304

number.305

3.2. Porous wall (non-zero particle flux)306

It is now worth examining CNTNf and GNPNf in the case of porous walls where the307

particle concentration may differ from that in the bulk fluid. The case of particle removal,308

with zero particle concentration at the wall, Φ (0, Scf ) = 0, is considered first and the309
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Table 2: Nanofluid transport results

Case (τ ∗)′φ=0 (q∗)′φ=0

GNPNf, Φ (0, Scf ) = 0 -174.00 270.90
GNPNf, Φ (0, Scf ) = 1 175.65 82.10
GNPNf, Φ (0, Scf ) = 2 525.30 -106.69
CNTNf, Φ (0, Scf ) = 0 -99.60 -36.50
CNTNf, Φ (0, Scf ) = 1 100.20 -31.54
CNTNf, Φ (0, Scf ) = 2 300.00 -26.58

perturbation functions are shown in figures 6 and 7. It is only on very close examination310

of figure 6 that any difference to figure 3 is observable; comparison of figures 7 and 4,311

however, makes clear the impact of the particle concentration on the perturbative functions312

at the wall. The values of (τ ∗)′φ=0 for both CNTNf and GNPNf decrease and change sign,313

indicating absolute reduction in the nanofluid shear stress relative to the base fluid and to314

the solid wall case for low particle loadings. Heat transfer is nearly unchanged for CNTNf315

with particle removal at the wall, but is greatly enhanced for GNPNf. The predicted impact316

on shear stress and heat transfer is shown in figure 8. These predictions for the case of317

particle removal at the wall must be taken with a grain of salt, however, as the negative318

values of (τ ∗)′φ=0 lead to values of φcr . 0.0101 for CNTNf and φcr . 0.0058 for GNPNf.319

Turning to particle injection, results are generated for a particle concentration at the wall320

twice that in the bulk fluid, Φ (0, Scf ) = 2. The associated perturbation functions are shown321

in figure 9 and in detail in figure 10. Here, shear stress increases and heat transfer decreases322

for both nanofluids relative to the solid wall, with the heat transfer slopes becoming negative,323

i.e. (q∗)′φ=0 < 0, for both fluids. Shear stress and heat transfer as a function of particle324

loading for the case of wall injection are shown in figure 11. The upper restrictions on the325

valid range of the model, for this case become φcr . 0.0377 for CNTNf and φcr . 0.0094 for326

GNPNf.327

The computed values of (τ ∗)′φ=0 and (q∗)′φ=0 for CNTNf and GNPNf for each of the three328

cases of particle concentration at the wall are provided in table 2.329
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Figure 6: The first-order perturbation functions with particle removal (zero concentration) at the wall
(Φ (0, Scf ) = 0), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. f ′1 (η): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; θ1 (η, Prf ): GNPNf:

, CNTNf: ; Φ1 (η, Scf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: (identical solutions)
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Figure 7: The first-order perturbation functions with particle removal (zero concentration) at the wall
(Φ (0, Scf ) = 0), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2× 104, detail view. f ′1 (η): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; θ1 (η, Prf ):
GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; Φ1 (η, Scf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: (identical solutions)
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Figure 8: Heat transfer enhancement and shear stress rise as functions of volume fraction with particle
removal (zero concentration) at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 0), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. τ∗: GNPNf: ,
CNTNf: ; q∗: GNPNf: , CNTNf:
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Figure 9: The first-order perturbation functions with particle injection at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 2), Prf =
7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. f ′1 (η): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; θ1 (η, Prf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ;
Φ1 (η, Scf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: (identical solutions)
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Figure 10: The first-order perturbation functions with particle injection at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 2), Prf =
7.0, Scf = 2× 104, detail view. f ′1 (η): GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; θ1 (η, Prf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf:

; Φ1 (η, Scf ): GNPNf: , CNTNf: (identical solutions)
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Figure 11: Heat transfer enhancement and shear stress rise as functions of volume fraction with particle
injection at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 2), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. τ∗: GNPNf: , CNTNf: ; q∗:
GNPNf: , CNTNf:
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3.3. Comparison with metallic nanofluids330

It is worth briefly discussing a comparison of these carbon particle nanofluids, CNTNf and331

GNPNf, with alumina and gold nanofluids investigated previously with the same modeling332

approach [11, 12]. As mentioned above, interest in nanofluids is concentrated on applications333

to improve heat transfer. A nanofluid whose increase in heat transfer is proportionally334

outstripped by the increase in pumping power, characterized by shear stress, q∗/τ ∗ < 1, is335

not going to provide the desired benefit in most cases as heat transfer could be increased at336

lower cost by increasing the pumping rate, rather than adding nanoparticles.337

A general analysis for competition between increased shear stress and increased heat338

transfer was made in ref. 15 in which it was determined that the requirement for a practical339

nanofluid, i.e. one in which the benefits outweigh the costs, is (µ∗)′φ=0 ≤ 4 (k∗)′φ=0.340

Comparisons of CNTNf and GNPNf with the alumina and gold nanoparticle simulations341

of ref. 11 and ref. 12 for the solid wall and porous walls cases of particle removal and342

injections are provided, respectively, in figures 12, 13, and 14.343

Examining the comparisons at each wall condition, it is quite explicit that for the solid344

wall, figure 12, the metallic nanoparticles offer near-unity ratios of heat transfer to shear345

stress enhancement, with alumina particles out-performing gold and achieving greater gains346

in heat transfer than in shear stress. The carbon nanofluids show significantly poorer per-347

formance and exhibit proportionally larger impacts on the nanofluid properties relative to348

metallic particles.349

Turning to the case of particle removal at the wall, figure 13, both carbon nanofluids350

show a positive, enhancing behavior, but for GNPNf φcr . 0.0058. When compared with351

experimental volume fractions of metallic particles, this is extremely low, cf. ref. 59, but352

it is seemingly acceptable for the range of volume fractions found in carbon and graphene353

particle nanofluids, cf. ref. 40.354

Finally, in the case of particle injection, figure 14, the results are visually similar to the355

solid wall case. The ratio of heat transfer to shear stress enhancement is less than unity for356

all materials, but again the metallic nanoparticles and carbon nanoparticles are distinctly357

separated from each other.358
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Figure 12: Heat transfer enhancement and shear stress rise as functions of volume fraction with zero particle
flux at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 1), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2× 104. GNPNf: , CNTNf: , Alumina: ,
Gold (mix): , Gold (MD):
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Figure 13: Heat transfer enhancement and shear stress rise as functions of volume fraction with zero particle
concentration at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 0), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. GNPNf: , CNTNf: ,
Alumina: , Gold (mix): , Gold (MD):
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Figure 14: Heat transfer enhancement and shear stress rise as functions of volume fraction with particle
injection at the wall (Φ (0, Scf ) = 2), Prf = 7.0, Scf = 2 × 104. GNPNf: , CNTNf: , Alumina:

, Gold (mix): , Gold (MD):
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3.4. Model limitations359

In each of the cases examined, the value of φcr has been determined to identify a loose360

upper bound on the range for which the model utilized here may be appropriate. The lower361

values of φcr for GNPNf versus CNTNf are a direct effect of the more dramatic impact362

on transport in the nanofluid effected by GNP in comparison with CNT. The values of363

(µ∗)′φ=0 and (k∗)′φ=0 are both greater for GNPNf than CNTNf, necessarily leading to a364

breakdown in linearity at lower values of φ. It is thus appropriate to also discuss the365

uncertainty in the value of (k∗)′φ=0 taken for CNTNf. Recalling the reported values in366

literature, there is a trend of proportionally greater enhancement in thermal conductivity at367

lower concentrations. Including this trend would have the effect of introducing feedback into368

our current linearization where as the input value of (k∗)′φ=0 is adjusted up to correspond to369

an experimental measurement at a lower particle concentration, φ, the value of φcr would also370

fall. The International Nanofluid Property Benchmark Exercise (INPBE) [59] demonstrated371

good agreement among over thirty research groups in measured thermal conductivity of372

nanofluids and good agreement to effective medium theory [65] to model the nanofluid373

thermal conductivity as a function of particle loading. The experimental data measured374

in ref. 40 and presented in ref. 27 stand in contrast to other publications showing good375

agreement to approximations per equation 2 for viscosity and thermal conductivity [15, 45,376

66].377

4. Conclusion378

The present studies indicate that both CNTNf and GNPNf incur very large increases in379

shear stress at the wall relative to alumina and gold nanofluids; similarly for surface heat380

transfer for GNPNf but the relative increase is only about half as great as the relative increase381

in the shear stress. Of exception is the surface heat transfer for CNTNf, which shows anti-382

enhancement behaviour, principally due to the interaction of the convective effects of the383

strongly viscous dominated momentum problem. More accurate representations of nanofluid384

thermophysical properties as functions of the volume fraction and fluid temperature are385

suggested. Specifically, additional experimental measurements of the properties of CNTNf386
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and GNPNf and associated heat transfer and shear stress over a broad range of particle387

loadings are desired.388
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